Regional Technical Forum
October 4, 2011
Meeting Minutes

Introductions, Announcements, Agenda Review
RTF Chairman Tom Eckman called the meeting to order at 9:30 a.m. and asked for a round of
introductions. He went over the items on the meeting agenda. Brady Peeks made a motion to
adopt the agenda. David Thompson seconded the motion, which passed with all votes in
favor. Charlie Grist reminded the RTF of its conflict of interest policy.
Eckman asked if there were additions or corrections to the meeting minutes from August 30.
Mark Jerome made a motion to adopt the minutes. Brad Acker seconded the motion, which
passed with all votes in favor.
Eckman announced that the RTF Policy Advisory Committee (PAC) met September 30. The PAC
gave the RTF “a new lease on life,” agreeing to provide financial support for three years at an
annual budget of $1.5 million, he said. The RTF will be able to add a full time staff person
with the added funding; a job description and posting will be written as soon as possible.
Heat Pump Water Heaters
Kacie Bedney presented results of a customer satisfaction survey related to heat pump water
heaters (HPWHs). She described the EPRI/BPA demonstration project in which survey
respondents participated, including the brands of HPWHs, utilities involved, and the research
objectives. Bedney said the project had HPWHs located at 40 sites and all participants had
their water heaters for at least six months prior to the web-based survey being conducted. Of
the 40 customers, 36 responded, she said.
Bedney went through the customer responses that compared the HPWH performance with an
all-electric unit. The questions related to overall performance, satisfaction with the
temperature and amount of hot water, changes in air temperature around the unit, changes
in the electric bill, and the noise level. The survey also asked how the unit was being
operated, she said. The customers were asked if they would purchase an HPWH again, and 12
said yes, 12 said no, and seven said maybe, Bedney reported.
Ken Keating asked if researchers found a relationship between satisfaction and willingness to
purchase an HPWH and the brand installed during the demonstration project. Bedney said
most comments focused on the cost, not the brand. Keating said it would be interesting to
see if there was a correlation between satisfaction and brands that produced less hot water.
The RTF had questions about the customer responses, including whether diminished
satisfaction with noise related to indoor installs; the HPWH recovery time; whether
satisfaction with performance related to infill temperatures; and whether the period of
operation included both warm and cold weather.
Rich Arneson commented it was disappointing if only 39 percent said they would purchase an
HPWH again. Jeff Harris pointed out the study sample was small and extrapolating the results
to all of the population “is dangerous.” Bedney agreed it was a small sample. She said results
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from a study being conducted at 160 sites around the country would soon be available and
would provide more data.
Keating said it is worrisome if early adopters are setting the water temperature higher; we
will see losses in savings. Bedney said a majority of people in the survey operated the HPWHs
at the default temperature. Eckman commented that the correlation between customer
satisfaction and HPWH brands is important.
A participant from Puget Sound Energy said PSE conducted a customer satisfaction survey on
HPWHs and would share the results. We had a high satisfaction rating; out of 182 customers
surveyed, 110 responded and most had a favorable response to HPWHs, he said. We found 75
percent of respondents had installed a GE appliance; 90 percent said they would recommend
it, and 92 percent said they were satisfied with the performance, he stated. Most participants
bought the HPWH from a big-box store, locating and installing it on their own, he said.
Grist said the RTF should get the PSE data, and he would be anxious for the results of the 160customer survey. He noted two questions: are HPWH users setting the temperature higher
than they would with a regular unit, and if they are running out of hot water, are they
changing the operating mode. Are we picking up the energy effect of that customer behavior?
he asked. Adam Hadley said such data would be picked up based on the field coefficient of
performance (COP).
Thompson asked about changes in the customer electric bill. Bedney said the researchers are
not looking at a billing analysis. Thompson asked if the researchers are seeing greater energy
efficiency. Ben Larson said they were. We can see in the data that the efficiency is greater
than one in most instances, he said. Bedney noted that EPRI provided an extensive metering
package that collects a lot of data.
HPWH Unit Energy Savings (UES)
Hadley presented a proposal for HPWH UES, highlighting several changes made to the HPWH
analysis since the last RTF meeting. He presented the measure summary, a summary of the
UES analysis, and he listed the measure identifiers in detail. With regard to the HPWH
installation location, Hadley said he pushed hard to have a definition for an unheated buffer
location. The RTF had several questions about the elements in the measure identifiers,
including the description of the buffer location as not having a heat supply “under
thermostatic control.” David Baylon said without that distinction, waste heat from an
appliance could be considered a heat supply.
Hadley explained the constant parameters in the analysis. Lauren Gage asked about the
consumption data and whether it was the same as that used for standard water heater
analyses. The RTF discussed the appropriate data to use for hot water consumption and noted
studies that could shed light on the figure. Harris said the UES analysis “is probably as good as
we can get” now, but could be revisited in a year when more study information is available.
Hadley noted that measuring consumption is an item in the proposed study plan.
Larson explained the values and weightings used for the heating/cooling system efficiencies.
He responded to RTF questions about the weightings. The RTF discussed whether a “last
measure in” analysis was most appropriate for the HPWH measure. Mike Baker clarified that
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the RTF guidelines allow for making a case to use an analysis other than last-measure-in for
determining UES.
The RTF discussed the potential effect of the values for system efficiency on HPWH savings.
Arneson questioned modeling system efficiency as it would be in 20 years as opposed to the
current state. Harris said the important thing is to be consistent. Jack Callahan pointed out
that the interaction of appliances could be quite complex and could “cut both ways,”
depending on the dynamics of the situation.
Eugene Rosolie clarified that the proposal is a provisional standard for HPWHs in buffered
spaces but not interior spaces. Hadley said the assumed values in the analysis would apply to
both, but in the current proposal we don’t have the numbers for Tier 2 (Northern Climate
specification) applications.
Harris said the question for the RTF is whether to use the last-in approach to modeling the
UES or something else. There were questions about whether there is good data on the current
appliance stock to use in the analysis and whether the system efficiency values and
weightings would have a large effect on the outcome of the analysis compared with other
factors, like water temperature and occupancy.
Arneson asked if the modeling should include converting the customer to a gas water heater.
This looks like “back-door fuel switching,” he said. Eckman said the fuel choice study shows
an HPWH and gas water heater “are a jump ball.” Harris said if a customer is opting for an
electric water heater, “it is probably a sure bet there is reason it is still electric.” If
customers could have gone gas, they would have, he said.
Hadley went on to describe the remaining parameters. Eckman noted the weightings for tank
size should be based on the fuel choice study. Hadley explained the circumstances under
which the COP changed in the analysis, and he described the temperature profile used for the
unheated basement and garage areas. He went on point out changes that were made in the
cost of the measure, noting the lower price for the HPWH units than the price used in the
previous analysis. The RTF discussed whether the price reduction reflected in the analysis was
permanent or temporary.
Hadley explained the weightings in the analysis for heating zones, HPWH installed location,
and the tank size, as well as the assumptions for baseline energy use. He also explained how
the variables were combined to arrive at the annual savings.
Hadley wrapped up with the benefit/cost analysis and overall results, which he said show the
proposal to be cost-effective. He said changing the cost of the HPWH from $1,000 to $1,400
could have an effect. There are plans for additional UES, Hadley said, explaining that the Tier
2 interior installation will require exhaust ducting and that analysis isn’t yet available.
The proposal for provisional savings includes a study design, and he explained the approach is
different from other studies. Grist said it might not be “a one-step jump” from the
provisional classification to deemed savings for the HPWH measure.
Harris said there would be another round of model improvements and changes. The study
design will validate the engineering model, he said, adding that there are “behavior impacts”
with HPWHs that can only be addressed through large statistical studies. We don’t have the
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resources to go after that at this time, but we can reasonably go for other data, like water
heater tank size and usage, Harris said. He noted that there are a lot of technology changes
ahead for HPWHs.
The RTF discussed the value of a billing data analysis during the provisional period for the
measure.
Hadley described the study design, including the three primary data collection areas: hot
water consumption, space conditioning interaction, and in-field COP. The provisional sunset
date for the measure is three years, he said. Hadley went through details of the data
collection plans in the three areas of study. The RTF asked questions about how monthly hotwater consumption will be measured. Hadley said the in-field COP is the most complicated
area to study.
Arneson suggested the study also collect demographic information, and Hadley and Harris
agreed. Harris said there had been discussion about metering the space-heat interaction, and
the RTF discussed how to get baseline data to get at that interaction.
Hadley presented the measure checklist, and Arneson asked about the assumptions for
programmatic costs and said his staff is concerned about HPWH implementation costs being
higher than for other measures. We always use 20 percent, Hadley said, adding that it would
be unprecedented for the RTF to treat programmatic costs for HPWH differently.
The RTF had more discussion about the cost. There were questions about the benefit/cost
ratio, and how it would be affected by the unit cost of the HPWH. And the RTF members
discussed the appropriate figure for the HPWH unit cost. After several suggestions for the
cost, including that the number be set to deliver a 1.0 b/c ratio, Baker clarified that costeffectiveness should not be part of the discussion about the reliability of a measure’s UES.
Hadley agreed that the question is whether the costs used in the analysis are right.
Hadley went on to list “open issues” in the analysis, including the reliability of the baseline
energy use, study design, and the analysis approach, as well as the sunset date and measure
life. Thompson asked whether there had been sensitivity analyses done on how the UES is
affected by the hot water use per day, occupancy in the household, and other factors. Harris
said the UES will be very sensitive to usage, and Baylon said in other studies the relationship
between the two is linear.
The RTF discussed the difficulty in deciding on the appropriate consumption figure to include
in the analysis. Harris said the analysts considered using large and small tank size as a gauge,
but there are challenges in that approach. Water demand has had little impact on how we
would calculate the savings, Baylon commented.
Keating made a motion that the RTF approve the UES for Heat Pump Water Heaters, based on
the numbers in the analysis, under provisional status with a sunset date of December 31, 2014
and that the cost data provided is the best estimate at this time. Peeks seconded the motion.
Thompson said he was concerned about voting on UES that have still-to-be-determined
savings. Keating clarified that his motion did not include Tier 2 interior locations. Harris said
approving the motion would include Tier 2 unheated buffer locations.
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Arneson said he is concerned “we are not quite there yet” with a couple of the costs and
efficiencies. He also said the fuel-switching issue has not been thoroughly discussed. Eckman
said that wouldn’t bear on the UES. That is a program consideration, and it doesn’t affect the
savings, he said.
Hadley clarified that the motion is for the UES with the proposed costs and efficiencies.
Keating said he would put the cost of the HPWH at $1,313 per unit.
Bill Koran said the RTF has the information that is reasonable to have at this point for
approval. The assumptions are conservative, which gives me comfort, he said. Koran asked if
there is any information about unit performance degradation over time and whether there
will be a need for service.
Harris said that information isn’t available and units on the market have been out for less
than a year. But there is reason to expect the manufacturers will get this right, he said. They
are putting 10-year warranties on the units and putting their reputations behind these
devices, Harris stated.
Tom Eckhart asked about any requirement to keep the coils clean, and Larson said the coils
are protected by a filter. In tests, the compressor performance degradation was less than 5
percent even with restricted airflow, he said.
Andie Baker said the issue is difficult and lots of good work has been done. She said she was
struck by the customer satisfaction data, with as many reporting they wouldn’t buy the
appliance as said they would. And half were operating their units on the high side. There are
unanswered questions, Baker said.
We are talking about a provisional UES recommendation, Grist said. A key element here is the
research plan to move the measure to an active UES or to make incremental improvements in
the provisional measure, he said. The key question is whether the research plan will gather
the right data, Grist said. We have a list of half dozen items on which we need to determine
if the numbers are right, he said. The RTF has two questions to consider, Grist stated: is the
measure ready for provisional? And if not, what will it take?
The RTF discussed the study plan. Should we get a group of evaluators around the table to
discuss the research plan? Grist asked.
Keating suggested he amend his motion to include an RTF subcommittee to guide the research
plan. Mark Kendall reread the motion with the amendment as follows: The RTF approves the
HPWH UES to include Tier 1 systems in all applications and Tier 2 systems in unheated
buffered locations on a provisional status with a sunset date of December 31, 2014, with the
study details to be directed by an RTF subcommittee. Keating agreed with the statement of
the motion and Peeks agreed to second the amended motion.
The RTF voted in favor of the motion, with one vote cast by Arneson in opposition.
Staff Subcommittee Updates
Kendall reported on the September 16 Operations Subcommittee meeting and gave a recap of
the items discussed. He said the November 1 RTF meeting would remain as scheduled. Kendall
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said Requests for Proposals will be published soon for the measurement and verification
guidelines, and the end-use load study business case and he invited RTF members to indicate
if they would like to participate in the proposal reviews. He announced that the Small Rural
Utilities Report has been completed and the recommendations are being finalized.
Grist reported on the RTF PAC meeting, noting the RTF got “the green light” to go forward
with its work for three years. The PAC looked at the RTF work plan. We need more
engagement from RTF members to develop the work plan “so we know we are working on
what the region wants,” he said. The PAC will have a conference call in October or November
to review the RTF bylaws, Grist said.
Eckman summarized the PAC’s interest in the work plan as making sure the RTF is addressing
measures, issues, and technologies that are best addressed communally as opposed to by
individual utilities. He asked RTF members to look at the work plan and make sure it contains
the right items. Grist said the PAC would meet about twice a year and review how well the
RTF has been doing. Having them endorse our charter and bylaws is a big step, Keating said.
Mike Bailey asked if there was a discussion about the greater need for RTF services and how it
would be funded. Grist responded that unless the structure of the RTF is changed, “we can’t
see a lot bigger volume of work.” The current structure and reliance on volunteer time,
constrains what we can handle, he stated.
Kendall said the domestic heating fuel choice study will be on the RTF agenda in November.
Eckman said the staff’s analysis is out for review internally and the results will be presented
in November for RTF comment. Kendall went on with other announcements, including the
Northwest Research Group meeting and dates for posting analyses on CFL delivery methods.
Grist reported on activities related to the variable capacity heat pump and standard protocol
for Fan VFD measures. He said he would be requesting Fan VFD subcommittee participation in
October, noting staff is soliciting additional members to review the calculator and would send
out a notice asking for volunteers. A contract for more RTUG work is in place, Grist said. He
went over the status of other contracts, including Measure Life and Measure Review, and
asked for more RTF participation with the Measure Cost analysis.
Kendall reported on the initial staff review of UES measures. By the end of the year, we plan
to have all UES measures reviewed and work plans in place, he said. We may ask for an
extension of the sunset date for some measures if more time is needed, Kendall said. He said
staff is looking forward to more subcommittee participation as the contractor develops
memos for further work, he said. Kendall recapped the status of the review: of 79 UES
measures, 16 have been reviewed; 60 remain; and three are recommended for deactivation.
He also provided more detail on the status of specific measures.
Grist listed criteria staff used in the review and described how the work would proceed. This
is an opportunity for utilities to weigh in and we would like your participation on the
subcommittee, he said. It may be there are measures “with no champion,” and we want to
choose which measures are worth the additional effort, Grist said.
Kendall said a lighting subcommittee is being formed, and staff is seeking more participants.
A meeting is scheduled for October 19, and a notice will go out to the RTF, he said. A SEEM
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training session is scheduled October 31, Kendall said. The session is to familiarize people
with the model and is not a “hands-on” training event, he added.
Jill Steiner asked whether utility staff can participate on subcommittees and suggested if so,
there be an orientation about their role. Grist said staff is welcome and subcommittee chairs
are obliged to remind participants about their role. Eckman agreed, saying RTF members
don’t have to act as a go-between when their staff members participate.
Rosolie said the website Conduit would help get the RTF subcommittee work disseminated
more broadly. He suggested using the site to post information.
Hadley said a one-page guide to subcommittee participation might be appropriate. Based on
our discussions with small utilities, it seems like a good idea to have someone get people
familiar with how to participate, Baylon said.
RTF Work Plan and Budget
Grist presented the 2012 RTF Business Operating Plan and Funding proposal. He went over
details of the planned RTF activities, along with the budget categories, explaining how he
arrived at the budget figures. Grist gave the three-year outlook for the budget, which
includes adding RTF staff. He went on to a table of the region’s total evaluation budget,
$13.6 million, and the portion the RTF’s $1.5 million budget represents. Eckman said the RTF
needs to do a good job of coordinating its work with the other 90 percent of regional
evaluation spending. We need to assure less redundancy and more collaboration, he said.
Koran said the RTF work should decrease what others have to spend on impact evaluation.
Grist described how the RTF builds its work plan, looking at measures with an obvious
regional scope and large program savings or high unit count. He said there are also measures
for specific needs, which other proposers initiate. The RTF also does technical analysis on
request from others. The first category of work is known and schedulable, but the other is not
predictable, Grist said, adding that the RTF needs an in-year process to deal with requests.
The PAC will be doing a late-year assessment of where we stand with our work plan, he said.
Grist said staff would like RTF comments by October 21 before the PAC meets again.
He went on to list several categories where major work is needed, noting that more tools
need to be developed. Grist listed specific areas where data needs to be developed.
The RTF discussed the work plan presentation, including the best approach to collecting data
and how a utility could tap into RTF expertise on measurement and valuation. Eckman
pointed out that NEET will meet again and that developing a business case for collecting enduse data is on the agenda. The RTF discussed how to encourage more engagement in
developing the work plan. Grist suggested members write down what UES they would like to
get through the RTF in 2012. It would help staff gauge the resources to dedicate to that
activity, he said.
Kendall said the RTF would try to schedule a conference call before October 27 to go through
the work plan in greater detail.
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Smart Power Strips
Danielle Gidding introduced the presentation on Smart Power Strips, which she said aims at
updating the UES and moving the measure from provisionally deemed to active status. The
updates are based on a study conducted by BPA, she said. Gidding provided background of the
measure, which was given provisional status by the RTF in March 2010, and described
elements in the research plan BPA conducted. She said the measure was originally deemed for
three types of power strips, but the current UES is for load-sensing strips.
Lela Gallert described the metering study BPA conducted on strips installed at the Ross
Complex, including how the data was collected. She said users were aware of the strips but
did not necessarily know when pre and post measurements took place.
Gallert went over the test results. The RTF asked questions about the conditions under which
the data was collected. With regard to baseline energy use, Kendall said an Idaho IDL study
provides data about energy use in office cubicles.
Gallert said she ended up with data from 45 cubicles and calculated per strip savings of 132
kWh per year. She offered a graph that displayed the number of devices plugged into the
power strip. The RTF discussed the impact of a laser printer on data from one cubicle that
showed a significant savings, and there was discussion of whether to use the median or mean
for the savings number. There were proponents of using each. And the RTF discussed whether
the BPA sample from the Ross Center is representative of the entire office landscape.
Gidding went over the measure cost calculation and said measure life is four years, as it was
in the provisional measure. Using the 132 kWh savings, the cost-effectiveness is 2.51, she
said. Gidding described the measure workbook results.
The subcommittee had lengthy discussion about the baseline, Gidding said. Kendall pointed
out that the subcommittee discovered Acker was doing a study that would provide useful data
for analyzing the baseline. The IDL and data from a study by ECOS provided a basis for
comparison, he said.
Gidding listed the proposed measure requirements. She said BPA is aligning the measure
specifications with what occurred in the study.
The RTF discussed whether there was double-counting of savings if a PC network management
system is in place, and Gallert explained why the power strip savings are cumulative with PC
management. The RTF questioned whether to require occupancy of a minimum 50 hour per
week for the measure and discussed options that might be more appropriate.
Questions were raised about the HVAC interaction, and Gallert said the researchers thought
the interaction was “a wash.” There was also a question about the potential for the measure
to be widely used. Gallert said she thought there was such potential once information about
the strips gets out.
There was discussion about the cost, whether the measure savings should remain provisional,
and whether the BPA study was representative of all offices.
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Bailey suggested a motion could require getting additional data. But if the measure is put out
as provisional, utilities don’t use it, he said. Here’s something that could be huge savings and
could take off really fast; let’s do it, Bailey said. Gidding agreed that one of the barriers in
the provisional status is that it requires data collection.
Hadley made a motion to give active status to the UES for the load-sensing power strips with
a sunset of five years or 100,000 units, whichever comes first. Rosolie seconded the motion.
Don Jones, Jr. asked who would count the units and whether the motion commits everyone to
the count. Keating said the measure is cost-effective and there isn’t much risk. Eckman asked
if a three-year sunset without the 100,000 unit requirement was acceptable. Hadley said he
would amend his motion and Rosolie agreed to second the amended motion. Hadley restated
that his motion would be for an active UES of 100 kWh for three years with no unit count.
There was a call for the vote, and the motion passed with all votes in favor.
Ground Source Heat Pump
Hadley provided background on the proposal for the technical specifications on Ground Source
Heat Pumps, going over the measure summary and the specification review, which involved a
subcommittee and opportunity for public comment. He said the subcommittee didn’t reach
consensus on the open loop system. Peeks explained his dissent on allowing open loops, saying
he had seen problems with these types of systems when he worked with Oregon DOE.
Hadley described the public comments and said the subcommittee reviewed them and made
changes to the specification as a result. Mark Jerome said the 25-degree balance point in the
specification is a maximum not a minimum, and Hadley said he would make that change.
There was also a change to language on the control of auxiliary heat.
Peeks asked whether the GSHP subcommittee members oppose any of the changes Hadley
made. Jerome said there were a few things that didn’t work well but they hadn’t been
changed. For example, he said the table on pipe length is not realistic. It might fit well with
the energy savings, but it isn’t practical since pipe lengths come from the manufacturers in
certain lengths and people don’t want splices, Jerome said. The RTF discussed the table, and
Jerome suggested the table indicate the pipe sizes were recommended but not mandatory.
Larson said the critical element for savings is the water temperature when it enters, not the
pipe length. There was further discussion about the pipe length and water temperature.
Hadley made a motion to adopt the GSHP Subcommittee’s final proposed residential Ground
Source Heat Pump System Installation Standards as amended at the RTF meeting October 4,
2011 and change the UES measure status to active. Peeks seconded the motion, which passed
with all votes in favor.
Hadley made a second motion that the RTF approve a Scope of Work for a contractor to
develop specifications for open-loop systems, not to exceed $10,000 in budget. Rosolie
seconded the motion, which failed on a vote of 7 in favor and 8 against. Jerome abstained
from the vote.
The RTF meeting adjourned at 4:37 p.m.
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Name

Affiliation

Email

Phone

Brad Acker
Rich Arneson
Mike Bailey
Andie Baker
Michael Baker
David Baylon
Kacie Bedney
Jan Borstein

University of Idaho
Tacoma Power
ECOS
Tacoma Power
SBW
Ecotope
BPA
Global Energy
Partners
PSE
Global Energy
Partners

backer@uidaho.edu
rarneson@cityoftacoma.org
mbailey@ecosconsulting.com

208-890-5214
253-396-3145
503-709-9823

mbaker@sbwconsulting.com
David@ecotope.com
kcbedney@bpa.gov
jborstein@enernoc.com

425-827-0330
206-322-3753
503-230-4631

ebrateteng@pse.com
kbrown@gepllc.com

425-456-2325

Eric Brateng
Kim Brown
Sabine Brueske
Christine Bunch
Jack Callahan
Mark Campion
Bruce Carter
Nicole Cecchini
Warren Cook
Steve Divan
Tyler Dillavou
Stacey Donohue
Tom Eckhart
Tom Eckman
Lauren Gage
Lela Gallert
Carol Gardner
Danielle Gidding
Todd Greenwell
Charlie Grist
Jim Haberman
Adam Hadley
Jeff Harris
Wayne Hart
Jay Himlie
Patrice Ignelzi
Mark Jerome
Mark Johnson
Don Jones, Jr.
Ken Keating
Mark W. Kendall
Becky Koch
Erick Koch
Bill Koran
Ben Larson
Jonathan Livingston
Brian Loughran
Casey Maharg
Tony Mauro
Megan McCabe
Ulrike Mengelberg
Kathy Moore
Carrie Nelson
Levin Nock
Nick O’Neil
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BPA
State of Oregon BCD
Tacoma Power
Fluid Market
Strategies
PECI
Oregon Housing and
Community Service
BPA
Idaho PUC
UCONS, LLC
NW Council
BPA
BPA
BPA
Idaho Power
NWPCC
BPA
Hadley Energy
Engineering, LLC
NEEA
Idaho PUC
Mason PUD 3
Global Energy
Partners
Pacific Air Comfort
BPA
PacifiCorp
Kendall Energy
Consulting
Applied ProActive
Applied ProActive
QuEST
Ecotope
Applied Proactive

Fluid Market
Strategies
Consultant
Umatilla Electric
BPA
BPA
Energy Trust

sbrueske@energetics.com
christine.bunch@seattle.gov
jmcallahan@bpa.gov
mar.campion@state.or.us
bcarter@cityoftacoma.org
ncecchini@fluidms.com
wcook@peci.org
steven.divan@state.or.us
tjdillavou@bpa.gov
stacey.donohue@puc.idaho.gov
Tom@ucons.com
teckman@nwcouncil.org
lsmgage@bpa.gov

503-230-4490
503-378-4530
253-502-8304

503-575-4107
503-986-0979

208-334-0378
503-222-5161
503-230-4961

lcgallert@bpa.gov
cmg750@gmail.com
dngidding@bpa.gov

503-230-5808

cgrist@nwcouncil.org
jmhaberman@bpa.gov
adam@hadleyenergy.com

503-222-5161

jharris@neea.org
wayne.hart@puc.idaho.gov
jayh@masonpud3.org
pignelzi@gepllc.com

503-688-5304

LMJ18231@msn.com
mejohnson@bpa.gov
jr_don.jones@pacificorp.com
keatingk@msn.com
mark.w.kendall@gmail.com

541-391-0620
503-230-7669
503-813-5189
503-244-7204
503-400-2620

becky.koch@appliedproactive.com
erick@appliedproactive.com
wkoran@quest-world.com

503-557-7828

503-230-7314

503-235-6458

360-426-8255

jonathan@livingston-ei.com
brianl@appliedproactive.com
casey.maharg@csgrp.com
tony.mauro@bchydro.com
mmccabe@fluidms.com
ulrikeworks@yahoo.com
kathy.moore@umatillaelectric.com
cenelson@bpa.gov
lfnock@bpa.gov
nicholas.oneil@energytrust.org

503-956-1568
503-230-4785
503-459-4077
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Graham Parker
Brady Peeks
Travis Reeder
Allison Robbins
Dennis Rominger
Eugene Rosolie
Josh Rushton
Dan Saddler
Tom Schumacher
Kevin Smit
Jill Steiner
Doug Swier
Samantha Taylor
David Thompson
Stephanie Vasquez
Mira Vowles
Jim Williams
Jennifer Williamson
Aaron Winer
Kathy Yi
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PNNL
Northwest Energy
Works
EWEB
BPA
Cowlitz PUD
Cadmus

EES Consulting
Snohomish PUD
Cowlitz PUD
CSG-ETO
Avista
BPA
BPA
BPA
Fluid Market
Strategies
Idaho Power

graham.parker@pnl.gov
brady@northwestenergyworks.com

509-375-3805
541-990-4941

travis.reeder@eweb.org
arrobbins@bpa.gov
dennis.rominger@pse.com
erosolie@cowlitzpud.org
josh.rushton@cadmusgroup.org
dansaddler@gmail.com
schumact@bentonpud.org
smit@eesconsulting.com
jesteiner@snopud.com
dswier@cowlitzpud.org
samantha.taylor@csgrp.com
david.thompson@avistacorp.com
smvasquez@bpa.gov
mkvowles@bpa.gov
jimw1@web-ster.com
jcwilliamson@bpa.gov
awiner@fluidms.com

541-221-4160

360-577-5705
503-467-7160

425-889-2700
425-783-1845

509-495-2821
503-539-7234

503-230-4536

kathyyi@idahopower.com
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